In [l] Browder, Levine and Livesay considered the following problem: "Given an open manifold M, when is it the interior of a compact manifold with boundary?" They were able to show that if dimension of M ^ 6 and if M was 1-connected at infinity, then a necessary and sufficient condition was that the homology of M be finitely generated. Edwards [4] and Wall [lO] showed that if dimension of M was 3 and if M was 1-connected at infinity then M was horneomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold. Siebenmann
3. every contractible 2-sphere in M-M' bounds a 3-cell.
Remarks.
The referee has pointed out to the author that the boundary is unique by [l2] .
If the Poincaré Conjecture is true, hypothesis 3 is unnecessary. However if there is a counterexample to the Poincaré Conjecture it is possible to construct a counterexample to the theorem if 3 is not assumed. Whitehead's example [ll] shows that 2 and 3 are not sufficient. It is unknown to the author whether 1 and 3 are sufficient. There is no loss of generality to assume that we are working in the piecewise linear category.
By van Kampen's Theorem [3, p. 71 ] , it follows that 7Ti(M) is finitely generated. Hence it follows that M=Ut"t Mi such that for all i = l, 2, • ■ ■ and GP-6613. 4 . HkiM, Mi)=0fork = 0, 1; 5. genus (bdry Mi) = n where n is an integer such that if M=Uj" i Ü47
wÄere Ml satisfy 1-4, í/tew gewws bdry Ml ^nfor all i.
For all i, let Af = Mi+i-int if,-. We have two cases to consider. If w = 0, it follows from [6] that if iriiNl) is trivial, then A< is homeomorphic to the product of the 2-sphere with the interval. Hence if all but a finite number of A,'s have trivial fundamental group, we are through. If not, it follows from van Kampen's Theorem and [5, p. 192] that iTiiM-Mi) is not finitely generated.
Let us now suppose that »<ä 1. We make the following claim. Since 7Ti(bdry Af*+i, pk+i)->TTiiNk+i, pk+i) is not onto, (¡> is not onto. Hence we may assume that 7Ti(Uj=i A,-, pi) is identified with a proper subgroup of 7Ti(Uj j^1 A,-, pi) with "identifying map" <pk. Then 7n(U;Li A.) is the direct limit of {7ri(UÎ=i A<), <bk} and hence can be written as the infinite monotone union of proper subgroups which implies that 7ri(U<1i Ai) = in(Ai-Afi) is infinitely generated. This contradiction establishes the theorem.
